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Stripe Dirt-Resistant Awning Canvas
Available Colours:

Lavender Block Monochrome
Stripe
Multi Stripe

Tan Cardinal
Multi Stripe

Sienne Red
Block Stripe

Autumn Brown Autumn Gold
Block Stripe
Silver Block
Stripe

Sunrise Stripe

Sunset Block
Stripe

Dolphin Blue
Stripe

Product code:
Selected Colour:
Width:
Price:

KBT12432-U151
Lavender Block Stripe
120
£21.99/mtr

Midnight Green Olive Green
Multi Stripe
Block Stripe

Scarlet Red
Stripe

Midnight Green Chocolate
Stripe
Orange Block
Stripe

Royal Blue
Stripe

Turquoise
Lemon Stripe

Peacock Green Bronze Stripe
Stripe

Yellow Stripe
Grey

Brown Multi
Stripe

Burgundy Block Caramel Stripe Cream Cardinal Emerald Green
Stripe
Block Stripe
Cream Block
Stripe

Description:
These awning fabrics are 100% solution dyed acrylic canvas, designed to meet outdoor standards
based on quality manufacturing processes and materials.

This Awning Stripe Collection is a range of technical textiles.
The solution-dyed acrylic fibres and outdoor treatment give exceptional long-term colour fastness giving it
resistance to colour fading, tearing, water damage and dirt. Ideal to use for awnings and canopies as these
materials provide solar protection.
Designed for use in homes, outdoor events and activities, businesses; these innovative designer fabrics
adapt to any space.

Recommended uses and applications:
Folding-arm awnings

Drop-arm awnings
Dutch canopies
Fixed awnings
Outdoor velum
Shade sails
Umbrella
Vertical roll-down awnings
Screen fabrics

With this awning collection you receive many different beneficial factors.
Protection as it reduces glare and heat by up to 95% by limiting the greenhouse effect, blocking out 90%
to 100% of UV rays (depending on the colour).
Resistance is from the solution-dyed acrylic yarn that these fabrics are made from, providing long-lasting
resistance to environmental damage (rain and UV rays). They are fully water-repellent, also preventing
mould growth.
Durability from the high-performance fibres they are made up of, as well as treatments and their
weaving process.

Environmental standards making it eco-friendly; they are tested and approved by OEKO-TEX
100. This certification takes harmful substances into account by checking whether the fabric is not
harmful in ecological and human terms.

Technical textile properties:
Longevity
Colour fading resistance
Anti-tear
Stain resistant
Protection from UV rays
Durability
Environmentally friendly
Finish: Cleangard special dirt-resistant and water resistant treatment
Easy care

Tip: Dark awning fabrics provide better protection from the heat, light and UV rays.
Lighter colours are less effective for heat and UV ray control but allow more light through.

Cleaning & Care tips:
Remove superficial stains - clean with soapy water (it is not recommended to use detergents,
high-pressure cleaners, or hours of rubbing)
Avoid mould - at the end of summer take time to dry your awning before rolling it away

More details you can find in our blog here https://blog.fabricuk.com/get-your-awnings-for-summer/

Contact us for free fabric samples, on 0121 359 2349 or if you have any questions
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